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road.   I should say it weighs four or five tons, and as
the way's narrow just there, once it's in place, no car
will be able to pass till a breakdown gang has put hi a
good day's work.
'" Now for the question of escort.
" Casca must be escorted all the way from Eaux
Bonnes. I think we're agreed upon that. . Auntie
Emma is doubtless proposing to wait until Halfway
House, but any one of a score of things might happen
to make forn change his mind and rob Casca en route.
Hence the car we've just hired. That car will contain
the escort. Now you can't escort from a distance—
that's common sense. It follows that somehow or other
the hired car must follow Casca's—lie between Mm and
Auntie Emma, and keep its place.
" The point is how to do this without arousing
the suspicions either of Auntie Emma or of Casca
himself.
" Well, that's where the collecting-boxes come in.
Charity may cover sins, but I hope to-morrow it'll put
the eye off the ball.
" Boy must drive the hired car, supported by Berry
an4 Piers. They'E be dressed as attractive women,
made up, of course, to the forelock, as is the fashion
to-day, and shaking their boxes and shrieking to beat
tlie band, The boxes, of course, are their permits to
misbehave. The Lowland will bring up the rear—
behind Auntie Emma, of course—to give him a ball
8 to keep his eye on, something to watch.
€t So we go up the pass.
** The Rolls is waiting in the dingle : Carson and I are
waiting at the avalanche-track: Woking, I hope, will
be waiting at Halfway House.
" At Gabas the Lowland falls back and, when out of
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